An algorithm is presented for performing frequency sweep analysis on large nite element models transformed by Automated Multi-Level Substructuring. As a result of the transformation, response is represented in terms of substructure modes of vibration. In the frequency sweep algorithm, frequency response is represented in terms of two components. The rst component is in terms of global modes of vibration, which can be obtained very economically from the transformed model, and the second component represents the remainder of the response. Because all global modes that are near resonance are included in the rst component, the second component varies smoothly with frequency, so that it can be approximated very e ectively with extrapolation. A numerical example demonstrates the e ciency and accuracy of the algorithm.
Introduction
Frequency response analysis of complex structures over broad frequency ranges is very costly. The main reason for this is that high-resolution nite element (FE) models must be used to achieve accurate results at higher frequencies. Solving very large FE systems of equations at many frequencies is typically prohibitive, so modal frequency response analysis is done instead. In this approach, modes of the structure having natural frequencies up to a speci ed cuto frequency are calculated, and the frequency response problem is projected onto the modal subspace. Then the response of the modes gives an approximation of the response of the structure.
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The main cost of the modal approach is that of computing a partial eigensolution for the structure. A much less expensive alternative is to partition the structure FE model into many substructures on multiple levels, obtain substructure modes up to a speci ed cuto frequency, and project the frequency response problem onto the substructure modal subspace. This approach is taken in the recently developed Adaptive Multi-Level Substructuring (AMLS) method, 1;2 in which large FE models are divided automatically into thousands of substructures on dozens of levels. In AMLS, individual substructure modes are selected adaptively for inclusion in a model of the structure, based on estimates of how much a measure of the error would be reduced as a result of including them as degrees of freedom for the structure.
In frequency sweep analysis using AMLS, obtaining frequency response at lower frequencies is inexpensive because the number of substructure modes selected adaptively is typically very small. However, at higher frequencies, it is not unusual for the adaptive procedure to indicate that a large percentage of the available substructure modes should be included in the model. As a result, the system of equations that must be solved at each frequency is much larger than at lower frequencies. The computational e ort required to solve the system of equations at each frequency can become signi cant.
In this paper, a more e cient strategy for frequency sweep analysis is presented. This strategy is motivated partly by the observation that only a few global modes are near resonance at any given frequency. In contrast, the other global modes' responses are smooth functions of frequency. One drawback of using substructure modes is that many substructure modes may be needed to represent a global resonance. For this reason, the responses of many substructure modes may vary greatly with frequency in the neighborhood of a global resonance. If the response is partitioned into one component which represents the response of those global modes that are near resonance, and a second component which represents the remainder of the structure's response, the smoothness of the second component can be exploited by using extrapolation or interpolation.
In order to capture the resonant portion of the response e ciently, the resonant global modes must be known. Fortunately, once substructure modes have been obtained, obtaining approximations of global modes in terms of substructure modes is very inexpensive. This is because the dimension of the model in terms of substructure modes is orders of magnitude smaller than that of the FE model, and the reduced sti ness matrix is diagonal. The frequency sweep solution process begins by solving for approximations of all global modes whose natural frequencies are close to the range of excitation frequencies.
At each frequency in the frequency sweep interval, responses of some of the global modes are calculated. Then the remainder of the response is approximated in terms of substructure modes. Extrapolation from earlier frequencies produces a starting point for an iterative scheme which takes advantage of the fact that the reduced sti ness matrix is diagonal. Because of the smoothness of the second response component, extrapolation can be adequate for solutions at a number of consecutive frequencies, so that iteration is necessary only occasionally in the analysis.
With this approach, all substructure modes are considered in an iteration, so the method is not adaptive. Because partitioning the FE model into substructures on multiple levels is completely automated, in contrast with classical substructuring approaches in which the analyst is heavily engaged in this and other modeling decisions, the general approach is appropriately referred to as Automated Multi-Level Substructuring (AMLS).
The second section of the paper describes the process of transforming the FE model to a representation in terms of substructure modes. The third section explains how approximate global eigenpairs are efciently obtained using the transformed model. The fourth section presents the frequency sweep algorithm, which obtains response in terms of the global mode and smoothly varying components. The fth section presents a numerical example which compares the new frequency sweep algorithm with the conventional modal frequency response approach. The nal section presents conclusions.
Multi-Level Substructuring
Frequency response of a FE model of a structure is ordinarily governed by a system of equations of the form ? ?! 2 M + i!B + (1 + i )K + i? u = F ; (1) where ! is the radian frequency of excitation and response, M is the mass matrix, K is the sti ness matrix, u is the displacement vector, and F is the force vector.
Damping may be modeled using one or more of several approaches. The matrix B is associated with viscous damping. The scalar is a global \struc-tural damping" parameter, and ? is a structural damping matrix which represents deviation from the global structural damping level, typically for elements whose material properties di er from those of the predominant structural material. Another modeling approach for damping is the use of modal damping factors in modal frequency response computation. These may be constant or frequency-dependent. This paper assumes that damping is modeled using one or more of these approaches. The FE model is transformed so that response is represented in terms of substructure modes. This is accomplished by partitioning the model automatically into substructures on a number of levels, based on the sparsity structure of the sti ness matrix. Substructures on the lowest level consist of a small number of nite elements. These \child" substructures are assembled together to form \parents," which are assembled together to form \grandparents," and so on until the model of the complete structure has been assembled.
Within a substructure on the lowest level, displacement degrees of freedom are partitioned into two sets. One set consists of both \interface" and \forced" degrees of freedom, i.e., those that are shared with adjacent substructures at interfaces, and those that correspond to nonzeros in the force vector. These are called \shared" degrees of freedom, since the substructure shares these directly with its environment, in a general sense. The remaining degrees of freedom are called \lo-cal" degrees of freedom. They are not excited directly, but only through coupling with the \shared" degrees of freedom. The substructure displacement vector u is partitioned into u S and u L .
By default, local degrees of freedom are taken to depend quasistatically on shared degrees of freedom. Deviation from quasistatic dependence is represented in terms of selected substructure eigenvectors corresponding to xed interface modes of vibration. This combination of quasistatic dependence and modal response was used by Hurty 3 in a form which explicitly preserved substructure rigid body modes. Craig and Bampton 4 observed that substructure rigid body modes do not need to be preserved explicitly, and this led to a more streamlined formulation.
Substructure response is represented in CraigBampton form as
where L satis es the algebraic eigenvalue problem 
where o -diagonal submatrices are null due to the definition of . The substructure mass matrix is transformed tõ
where I represents an identity submatrix. Damping matrices B and/or ? can be transformed similarly.
However, since these often have nonzeros con ned to a small number of rows and columns, it may be advisable to project these matrices onto the substructure mode subspace after the mass and sti ness matrices have been fully transformed and substructure modes have been de ned in all FE degrees of freedom. Once lowest-level \child" substructures have been transformed, they are assembled together to form \par-ent" substructures on the next level. Since local child degrees of freedom are represented implicitly in terms of shared degrees of freedom by default, parent degrees of freedom are considered to consist only of child shared degrees of freedom. From these, local and shared degrees of freedom for parents are identi ed, and parent models are transformed as the child substructure models were. Parent \modes" are not intended to be accurate approximations of physical modes of vibration. Instead, they constitute a useful reduced subspace with desirable orthogonality properties. Assembly to form higher-level substructures, and transformation to the quasistatic/modal representation, continues until a model for the entire structure has been assembled. If all \forced" degrees of freedom are included as \shared" degrees of freedom at all levels, all degrees of freedom that have been \local" for lower-level substructures implicitly depend quasistatically on forced and other shared degrees of freedom in the last assembled model. As a result, static response of the structure does not involve any modes of lower-level substructures.
Once a model for the entire structure has been assembled, its degrees of freedom that are not forced are treated in the same manner as local degrees of freedom for lower-level substructures, and forced degrees of freedom are treated as the only shared degrees of freedom. A partial eigensolution is found and the model is transformed as described above. After this transformation, the only remaining explicit degrees of freedom in the model are forced degrees of freedom. One last eigensolution is found, in which only the forced degrees of freedom appear. Response of the structure can then be expressed entirely in terms of modes of substructures on all levels.
The cost of performing this transformation consists of the costs of obtaining the and matrices, and of transforming M, K, and possibly B and/or ?. A comparison with the cost of sparse direct methods can be made easily because of the similarity between multilevel substructuring and the multifrontal sparse solution approach 5 . In the latter approach, as described in Ref. 6 , degrees of freedom internal to individual elements are rst eliminated by static condensation. Then pairs of elements are assembled together and degrees of freedom that become internal to the pairs are similarly eliminated. Pairs of superelements are assembled together on higher and higher levels, with elimination of internal degrees of freedom at each level, until the entire structure FE model has been assembled.
If substructures on multiple levels correspond to the superelements generated during the multifrontal solution process, generation of substructure matrices and transformation of K requires operations very similar to those required for sparse factorization of K. The main di erence is that, in AMLS, at every elimination of degrees of freedom by static condensation, a partial eigensolution is obtained. The substructure modes that are computed can then be used to augment the sparse factorization so that it can be used to compute response at nonzero frequency.
The partial eigensolutions are economical because substructure eigenvalue problems are very small, and their eigenvalues are typically well separated, resulting in rapid convergence. The fact that substructure sti ness matrices have already been factored can be exploited. In implementation, a cuto frequency for substructure natural frequencies is selected based on the response problems of interest, and typically many substructures do not have any natural frequencies below the cuto frequency.
The number of eigenvectors found determines the cost of obtaining M submatrices. The transformation cost for M is somewhat greater than for K because of cancellation in the latter case that does not occur in the former. The cost of transforming damping matrices is comparable to that of transforming them for a global modal representation. Of course, when neither B nor ? is used, or when damping is modeled using a linear combination of the mass and sti ness matrices for a damping matrix, the cost of transforming the damping matrix is negligible.
As a result of the transformation, the sti ness matrix from the FE discretization is replaced with a much smaller diagonal matrix of substructure eigenvalues. The FE mass matrix is replaced with a much smaller matrix having ones on the diagonal. All other nonzeros can be con ned to rectangular submatrices that represent coupling between substructures and their ancestors or descendants. Transformed damping matrices are similarly populated, except that the identity matrices on the diagonal are replaced with submatrices. If damping matrices are diagonalized within substructures by projection onto the substructure modal subspace, the submatrices on the diagonal are diagonal.
Approximating Global Modes
Global modes with natural frequencies in the range of excitation frequencies must be approximated so that resonant response behavior can be represented eciently. Global modes of the structure can be approximated in terms of substructure modes by obtaining a partial solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem associated with the transformed mass and sti ness matricesM andK.
If the structure does not possess rigid body modes, approximations of global modes can be obtained easily using a Lanczos eigensolver. Such an eigensolver generates a Krylov subspace so that the eigenvectors of interest can be approximated from within the subspace. The dimension of this Krylov subspace is increased until the desired accuracy is achieved in the eigenpairs. 7 A suitable Krylov subspace can be generated by repeatedly multiplying a starting vector byK ?1M and accumulating the vectors that result from these multiplications. Here,K andM are transformed sti ness and mass matrices, andK is positive de nite if there are no rigid body modes. Because the sti ness matrix is diagonalized by the transformation, and because of the sparsity ofM, generating the Krylov subspace is very economical. The partial eigensolution can be obtained without factoring any matrices.
When the structure does possess rigid body modes, obtaining approximations of global natural modes of vibration in terms of substructure modes is more involved because the transformed sti ness matrix is singular. The approach of using a Lanczos eigensolver with a diagonal sti ness matrix can still be used, however, if the eigenproblem is projected onto the orthogonal complement of the rigid body modes in the substructure mode subspace, as explained in the following paragraphs.
Ordinarily, the degrees of freedom that are \shared" at the top level are such that constraining them prevents rigid body motion, so it is assumed in this discussion that this is the case, and that there are six global rigid body modes. Then the rigid body modes are represented with six eigenvectors of the last eigenvalue problem solved in the transformation.
Substructure mode displacements would naturally appear in the vector p according to the order in which substructures are processed in the transformation, so the rigid body mode displacements would appear in the last group. For notational convenience, the rigid body modes are assumed to be placed last in this group. As a result, the global rigid body mode eigenvectors are represented in terms of substructure modes in the matrix R = 0 I (5) in which the identity submatrix is of order six. 
whereM 22 is square and of order six, and the order of the entireM matrix is equal to the total number of substructure modes found. BecauseM 22 is a submatrix ofM for the last substructure eigenproblem,M 22 is equal to an identity matrix of order six. Therefore, the Eigenpairs of the algebraic eigenvalue problem K = M F represent global modes and natural frequencies of the structure. They can be obtained using a Lanczos eigensolver as described above for the case with no rigid body modes. However, when rigid body modes exist, it is not advisable to form the matrix M explicitly, because of the e ect onM 11 's sparsity. It is more economical to form the product y =M 21 x, and then the productM 12 y, and then subtract this from M 11 x, in order to obtain Mx. Transforming the model to the substructure mode subspace is signi cantly less expensive than obtaining a global partial eigensolution, for cuto frequencies high enough that a large number of modes are found. Obtaining a partial eigensolution in terms of substructure modes, using the approach outlined in this section, is also very inexpensive. This two-step approach can be an attractive alternative to obtaining a global partial eigensolution directly. Accuracy of global eigenpairs is degraded because approximate eigenvectors are conned to the substructure mode subspace, but this e ect is typically very small in the lowest eigenpairs. Engineering interest in speci c eigenpairs is ordinarily conned to the lowest ones, while the higher ones serve mainly to constitute a subspace capable of representing response accurately and economically. Hence the two-step approach seems to be an economical and appropriate alternative to obtaining a global partial eigensolution using the conventional approach.
Sweep Algorithm
In frequency sweep analysis, responses of most global modes change slowly with frequency, while responses of modes that are close to resonance go through large, rapid changes. Separating the response into two components makes nding the response of nearly resonant global modes inexpensive because they are few in number. Also, because the remainder of the response varies slowly with frequency, it can be updated inexpensively as frequency changes, using an iterative algorithm with a recent approximation as an initial guess.
The frequency response equations of motion from the nite element model are projected onto the substructure mode subspace to obtaiñ
HereM,B,K and? are transformed from the FE model to the substructure mode representation. The transformed force vector P typically does not vary with frequency in frequency sweep analysis. The response p is represented in terms of two components as p = G G +p 0 . The overbars in the global mode component indicate that G contains a set of global modes which have been selected based on the excitation frequency !. The vector p 0 represents the remainder of the response in terms of substructure modes, and is required to be orthogonal to the global modes in G .
The system of equationsÃ(!)( G G + p 0 ) = P must be solved, subject to the orthogonality constraints T GM p 0 = 0. The expense of factoringÃ(!) is avoided by solving for G and p 0 alternately and very economically. In the special case in which there is no coupling between the two response components due to damping, there is no need to revisit the solution for G when p 0 has been changed. Even when the components are coupled, alternating between their solutions is likely to be unnecessary because p 0 can be approximated well by extrapolation from previous frequencies, so that corrections in p 0 are small. In addition, coupling due to damping is typically weak.
For each new frequency in the frequency sweep, a good approximationp 0 is available by extrapolation, but extrapolation is not as e ective for G . Therefore, a solution for G should be obtained rst, using the approximationp 0 . If global modes new are added to G for the current frequency,p 0 is not orthogonal to them, although it is orthogonal to other modes in G . Therefore, the rst step at this frequency is to orthogonalizep 0 against the new modes: whereK is diagonal, k is the residual vector after modal forces corresponding to modes in G have been eliminated:
to preserve orthogonality of p 0 to G . Note that 0 is simply equal to r 0 , by satisfaction of the global mode frequency response equations. Iteration continues until the norm of the residual vector is acceptable. If the norm of the r residual vector is then unacceptable, the G solution must be updated to take into account the change in p 0 . This is likely to be inexpensive because of the dimension of T GÃ (!) G , and the fact that if this matrix was factored before, the factorization can be reused. Solution updates alternate between G and p 0 until the norm of r is acceptable.
For the iteration, convergence can be examined in terms of global modal force components of the residual. where a rearrangement of the eigenproblem is used on the rst term in parentheses. The modal forces associated with G are annihilated, and the modal force associated with the rth mode not in G is multiplied by (1=1+i )(! 2 =! 2 r ) in each iteration, where ! r is the rth natural frequency.
TheB and? contributions to the modal force vector are unlikely to be as large as the mass matrix contribution for realistic damping levels. To see this, consider the special cases in which T GB G or T G? G are diagonal, with diagonal terms for these matrix products equal to 2 r ! r and r ! 2 r , respectively. Here, r and r are equal to modal damping factors and modal structural damping coe cients. Modal forces associated with modes that are not in G are multiplied by ?i=(1+i )(2 r !=! r ) and ?i r =(1+i ), respectively, in each iteration. For these contributions to be comparable to theM contribution, r or r would have to be comparable to !=2! r or (!=! r ) 2 , respectively, for the smallest natural frequency ! r associated with a mode not included in G .
For the iteration to converge, modes with natural frequencies up to the excitation frequency must be included in G . Including modes with higher natural frequencies in G improves convergence toward p 0 , but it also raises the costs of global mode response solutions and orthogonalizations. Since the iteration toward p 0 produces a correction to the initial guessp 0 extrapolated from earlier frequencies, global modes should be included in G when extrapolation would produce large error, i.e., near a resonance peak. Removing nearly resonant modes fromp 0 should enable the initial guess to be very accurate.
If the structure has rigid body modes, the iterative scheme must be modi ed since the inverse ofK does not exist. In this case, the residual vector r k is calculated as in Eq. (10), but the orthogonalized residual k is projected onto the subspace of exible modes and orthogonalized using 
In the beginning of the frequency sweep,p 0 is zero, and all modes with natural frequencies less than or near the lowest excitation frequency are included in G . Once G has been found, p 0 is found iteratively, and the two response components are alternately updated until the residual of the frequency response equations is acceptable. For the second frequency of the sweep, the p 0 vector from the rst frequency can be used for the initial guess. For later frequencies,p 0 can be generated by extrapolation.
Numerical Example
The frequency sweep algorithm is implemented on a FE model having approximately 140,000 degrees of freedom. This model is large enough to be reasonably representative of behavior on large industrial models, but small enough that generating direct solutions of the FE system of frequency response equations over the sweep interval, for assessing accuracy, is feasible.
The FE model was generated in industry automatically from a CAD representation, and contains mostly NASTRAN QUAD4 elements. For this example, frequency response over the range 1-1,000 Hz, with frequency spacing of 1 Hz, is sought for a localized harmonic excitation. A substructure mode cuto frequency of 3 kHz is selected, because this cuto frequency is found to give the accuracy obtained over the selected frequency range using global modes up to 2 kHz. With this cuto frequency, transforming the model using multi-level substructuring requires about one-third as much CPU time on a Cray C90 as is required for obtaining global modes up to 2 kHz, using NASTRAN software. The FE model is partitioned automatically into 564 substructures on 37 levels. A total of 2,902 substructure modes below 3 kHz are found, and this compares with 1,262 global modes below 2 kHz.
Because frequency response up to 1 kHz is of interest, global eigenpairs with natural frequencies up to 1,200 Hz are approximated in terms of substructure modes. A total of 561 global modes are found, including the model's six rigid body modes. The rst nonzero natural frequency is approximated as 26.8 Hz, and di ers from the corresponding natural frequency found using NASTRAN by only 0.04 percent. There are a total of eleven nonzero natural frequencies below 100 Hz, and all have error of 0.06 percent or less. The 141st nonzero natural frequency is the one closest to 500 Hz, and its error is about 0.6 percent. Evidently, the accuracy of the global eigenpairs is quite su cient for design purposes.
The example structure is modeled with only global structural damping, so that = 0:016 and B = ? = 0.
As a result, p 0 does not need to be considered in solving for G . Since the excitation does not vary over the sweep interval, the right-hand side of the global mode equations of motion is the same for all frequencies. Also, the coe cient matrix multiplying G is diagonal, so solving for G is extremely inexpensive. However, the cost of forming the product G G can be signi cant. The G matrix containing all 561 known global modes has about 18 percent more nonzeros than are inÃ(!), but G is dense, whileÃ(!) is more sparse, being populated mostly in small rectangular blocks. Hence, the computational cost of a matrix-vector product involving G is comparable to the cost of a product involvingÃ(!), with exact costs depending on computer hardware.
The comparison between e ort required for multiplying by G andÃ(!) is useful for determining how many eigenvectors should be included in G . If all of the global modes that have been calculated are included in G for every frequency in the sweep analysis, CPU time is nearly minimized. Trial and error on this example demonstrates that CPU time can be reduced by a few percent by using fewer global modes for solutions at the lowest frequencies. However, for most frequencies, all global modes should be included in G for optimal performance. For simplicity, all modes are included at every frequency in this example. Then it is found that updates for p 0 only require one iteration, and p 0 can be extrapolated over very large frequency intervals between iterative updates.
The error tolerance for the iteration is expressed in terms of kK + rk 2 , the norm of the residual of the frequency response equations multiplied by the MoorePenrose pseudoinverse of the transformed sti ness matrix. For this example, this norm is required to be less than 0.01 percent of kK + Pk 2 , where P is the substructure modal force vector appearing on the right-hand side of the frequency response equations.
For the solution at 1 Hz, the response in all global modes with natural frequencies up to 1200 Hz is calculated, and then iteration toward p 0 begins with a null vector as the starting vector. With only the global modes portion of the response, kK + rk 2 is about 1.5 percent of kK + Pk 2 . After one iteration for p 0 , kK + rk 2 decreases by about seven orders of magnitude, so that the error tolerance is more than satis ed.
For subsequent frequencies, extrapolation of p 0 amounts to simply reusing the vector calculated for 1 Hz, since only one nonzero p 0 has been calculated. To determine how far p 0 should be extrapolated before re ning it again by iteration, the value of kK + rk 2 that results from using the extrapolation is estimated. This estimate is based on an assumption that p 0 has frequency dependence like that of an undamped mode whose natural frequency equals that of the highest mode included in G . This estimate is conservative, because modes with higher natural frequencies participate in p 0 , and they are farther from resonance, so their responses increase more slowly than assumed.
These estimates of kK + rk 2 indicate that the error tolerance is satis ed by the extrapolated p 0 for 94 frequencies. At this point, one iteration is performed on Although the residual vector should, in principle, be orthogonal to the global modes included in G , i.e., T G r = 0, in nite precision arithmetic this is not found to be exactly true. With an error tolerance as stringent as is used in this example, the error in the global mode responses, although very small, is signi cant compared to the rest of the error appearing in the residual. Since p 0 is not intended to address this error, global mode error has been ltered out of the residual for values of kK + rk 2 reported here.
More important to implementation is the fact that error associated with global modes having frequencies below the current excitation frequency can grow in the iterations, if it is not removed from the residual before iteration. These orthogonalizations add little to the overall cost of the analysis, because they are only required when an iteration for p 0 is done, and they only involve global modes with natural frequencies below the current excitation frequency.
A total of 23 iterations for p 0 are required for obtaining responses at the 1,000 frequencies in the frequency sweep analysis, so the average number of solution frequencies between updates is over 40. The total amount of CPU time required for the sweep analysis, including the time required for solving the eigenvalue problem and for solving for frequency response over the sweep interval, is slightly less than the amount of CPU time required for modal frequency response using NASTRAN, with global modes up to 2 kHz. Perhaps more signi cantly, the I/O wait time using the sweep algorithm is negligible, but using NASTRAN, I/O wait time dwarfs the CPU time on a Cray C90. Figure 2 shows frequency response results obtained using NASTRAN for direct frequency response and modal frequency response with global modes up to 2 kHz, and using the frequency sweep algorithm with substructure modes up to 3 kHz. The drive point frequency response function is shown. Results using the sweep algorithm are shown with a dashed line and are virtually indistinguishable from the direct frequency response results, shown with a solid line, except in the frequency range from 600-1,000 Hz. The global modal frequency response results, shown with a dash-dot line, are noticeably less accurate for most of the frequency range from 60-1,000 Hz.
Conclusions
A frequency sweep algorithm for use with Automated Multi-Level Substructuring (AMLS) is presented. In AMLS, a large FE model of a structure is automatically partitioned into substructures on multiple levels, and the model is transformed so that response of the structure is represented in terms of responses of substructure modes. This transformation results in a diagonal sti ness matrix, but the transformed mass and damping matrices are not diagonal.
The frequency sweep algorithm partitions the response into two components. The rst component is in terms of approximate global modes of vibration, and the second represents the remainder of the response, and varies smoothly with frequency, if modes that are near resonance are included in the rst component. Because the transformed sti ness matrix is diagonal, global modes can be approximated very economically in terms of substructure modes using a Lanczos eigensolver. The algorithm for calculating frequency response over the sweep interval calculates response of global modes rst. Then the second component of the response is obtained, using a rapidly converging iterative scheme that also takes advantage of the fact that the sti ness matrix has been diagonalized.
A numerical example demonstrates that extrapolation is extremely e ective for approximating the second component of the response. Frequency response can be calculated for dozens of frequencies between iterative updates of the second component. As a result, computing frequency response using the substructure modes is found to require less CPU time than global modal frequency response requires, even though transformed matrices are not diagonalized.
